
 

 

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS VS CAROLINA PANTHERS 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2023 ● CAESARS SUPERDOME 

SAINTS POSTGAME NOTES 
 

 

 The New Orleans Saints were victorious over the Carolina Panthers by a score of 28-6. 
 With the win, the Saints are now 6-7 overall in a three-way tie for first place in the NFC 

South with Atlanta and Tampa Bay. New Orleans returns to action on Sunday, 
December 17, when it hosts the New York Giants. Kickoff at noon central time and the 
game will be regionally televised on FOX (WVUE-FOX 8 locally). 

 The Saints improved their home record in 2023 to 3-3.  
 With the Saints win, they improved their regular season record against Carolina to 30-

28, 31-28, including a 2017 NFC Wild Card Playoff victory. It would gave them their first 
season sweep of the Panthers since 2020 and eighth overall.  

 While the Panthers offense was eight-of-20 (40.0%) on third down, the Saints allowed 
Carolina to convert only one-of-seven fourth down attempts (14.3%). 

 The Saints never trailed against the Panthers on the afternoon. This was the third 
contest where New Orleans kept an opponent out of the end zone in 2023, third time in 
four seasons this has happened (2020-2021, 2023). 

 The Black and Gold forced three fumbles on the day, with two recovered, one of them 
returned for a touchdown. They also had an outstanding showing in the first half, giving 
up only 16 net passing yards in the first half. 

 The New Orleans offensive line gave up only one sack, having given up one or fewer 
takedowns in four straight games. 

 QB Derek Carr completed 18-of-26 passes for 119 yards with two touchdowns, one 
interception and a 88.5 passer rating. Carr also recorded his first series sweep as a 
starter with New Orleans and is 5-0 against Carolina as a starter. 

 RB Alvin Kamara moved into a tie for 74th in career touchdowns (78) with RBs Eddie 
George and Steven Jackson and RB/QB Frank Gifford and a tie for 67th in rushing 
touchdowns (54) with RBs Matt Forte, Arian Foster and former Saints George Rogers 
and Antowain Smith. Kamara finished the afternoon with 56 rushing yards and the 
rushing score.  

 He also tallied three receptions on the day, which moves him ahead of Walter Payton 
on the career catches list (493). . 

 TE Jimmy Graham caught his 88th career touchdown, a four-yard grab, moving into a 
tie for 16th with former New York Jets WR Don Maynard. Including a 12-yard reception 
for a first down, he had two grabs for 16 yards. 

 WR Chris Olave tallied 28 yards on four catches with one touchdown catch. With a 
club-best 918 receiving yards on the season, Olave is 82 receiving yards from joining 
WRs Marques Colston (2006-07) and Michael Thomas (2016-17) as only the third Saint 
to open his career with back-to-back 1,000-yard receiving campaigns. 

 WR A.T. Perry had a career-long 44-yard reception in the fourth quarter. 
 WR Lynn Bowden Jr. caught four passes for 24 yards, returned two punts for 23 yards 

and brought back a kickoff for a career-long 28 yards. 
 With the rushing attack of Kamara and RB Jamaal Williams, the Saints reached 

100,000 rushing yards as a franchise. Williams finished with 11 carries for 43 yards. 

 SS Jordan Howden was the leading tackler for today with a career-high ten stops 
(team-best eight solo), while also recording a sack and a forced fumble. 

 LB D’Marco Jackson had his first career fumble recovery and touchdown on a fourth 
down play, where LB Nephi Sewell forced Panthers P Johnny Hekker to fumble prior 
to him getting a punt off. Jackson also added one special teams stop. 

 LB Demario Davis tallied 1.5 sacks and eight tackles to join Seattle LB Bobby Wagner 
and Tampa Bay LB Lavonte David among active players with 1,300 career tackles 
(1,305). Davis has 5.5 takedowns on the season, second on the team. 

 S Tyrann Mathieu started his 150th game against the Panthers, and he reached 750 
tackles with his five stops today. 

 LS Zach Wood played in his 111th career game today, moving past P Tommy Barnhardt 
for sole possession of 36th on the club’s games played list. 



 DE Carl Granderson set a new career high in sacks with 6.5 as he took down Panthers 
QB Bryce Young. He also recorded five tackles (four solo) in the contest.   

 CB Isaac Yiadom got the start and finished with two tackles (one solo) and a club-best 

three passes defensed. 

 LB Pete Werner finished with two solo tackles and one fumble recovery. 

 CB Alontae Taylor finished with six tackles (three solo), two passes defensed and one 

forced fumble. 

 As part of a five solo tackle day, CB Paulson Adebo made a heads up play, running 

down Panthers RB Miles Sanders on a 48-yard run at the New Orleans one-yard line, 

to prevent Carolina from reaching the end zone. 



what they are sayingwinningest general managers
(REGULAR SEASON WINS)

Name Team (s)     Wins (Winning Pct.) 

Al Davis+ Oakland/LA Raiders    409-310-11 (.569)
Bill Belichick^ Cle. Browns, NE Patriots   295-152 (.660)
Jerry Jones** Dallas Cowboys    265-213 (.554)
Tex Schramm++ Dallas Cowboys    250-162 (.607)
Bill Polian*** Buf. Bills, Car. Panthers, Ind. Colts  229-138 (.624) 
Kevin Colbert^^ Pittsburgh Steelers    226-124 (.646)
Curly Lambeau* GB Packers, Chi. Cardinals, Wash.   209-104-21 (.657) 
Ozzie Newsome^^^ Baltimore Ravens    200-167 (.545)
Mickey Loomis New Orleans Saints    200-151 (.570) 
*Lambeau was enshrined into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1963.

**Jones was enshrined into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2017.

^Belichick denotes active Head Coach/General Manager.

***Polian was enshrined into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2015.

++Schramm was enshrined into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1991.

+ Davis was enshrined into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1992.

^^Colbert retired following 2022 NFL Draft and is not yet eligible for Pro Football Hall of Fame consideration.

^^^Newsome was enshrined into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1999 as a player. 

Playoff Seasons under Loomis's Direction (9): 
2006: Divisional, NFC Championship game

2009: Divisional, NFC Championship, Super Bowl XLIV

2010: Wild Card

2011: Wild Card, Divisional

2013: Wild Card, Divisional

2017: Wild Card, Divisional

2018: Divisional, NFC Championship game

2019: Wild Card

2020: Wild Card, Divisional 

NFC Playoff Seasons:    9
NFC South Titles:    7
NFC Championship Games:  3
Super Bowl XLIV Champions: 1

Regular Season Record:        200-151 (.570 winning pct.)
Postseason Record:       9-8 (.530 winning pct.)
Reg. Season & Postseason Record (Combined):  209-159 (.568 winning pct.)



 

CAROLINA PANTHERS VS. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2023 ● CAESARS SUPERDOME 

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS HEAD COACH DENNIS ALLEN 
 

(Opening statement) “Obviously it feels good to win, particularly here at home. I don’t think that we 
played as well as we need to play. We played well enough to win this game, but we certainly need to 
play better, particularly on offense. I don’t think we played the way we need to play offensively. I 
thought the blocked punt (note NFL later changed scoring of the play to a forced fumble/fumble 
recovery) was a big play in the game. Defensively, we came up with a couple of red zone stops that I 
thought were big in the game. Our ability to finish in the red zone today was the deciding factor. I 
think we were 3-of-4 in the red area today. We finished drives and scored touchdowns down there. 
There are some positive things, but obviously, there are a lot of things we need to fix.” 

(On the negatives in the offensive performance) “I did not think that we really had hardly any rhythm 
early on. Well, I shouldn’t say that. I thought early on in the first quarter, I thought we did a good job 
on the opening drive being able to run the football. We were converting early. We stalled in the red 
zone, and then, we missed a field goal. Then, I think, for probably a significant portion of the game, I 
didn’t think we had great rhythm offensively. I thought our guys in the fourth quarter responded, got a 
big play to A.T. (Perry). We scored down there in the red area. We had a fourth down stop basically 
down there in our red zone and hit another touchdown to kind of finish off the game.”  

(On the exchange between QB Derek Carr and C Erik McCoy) “Look, this is a highly competitive 
business that we’re in. I don’t think anybody gets too sensitive. Guys want to win. That’s really what 
this is all about. We addressed it. As far as I’m concerned, it’s water under the bridge. Let’s move on. 
You know what I mean? Let’s move on.” 

(On the exchange being between two captains) “I think if you’re ever in a highly competitive 
environment and things aren’t going the way you want them to go, yeah there are sometimes that you 
get frustrated. You lash out a little bit. I’m glad that both of them have the balls to at least stand up 
and fight. You know what I mean? This isn’t like a – hell, my wife and I argue. It happens. Let’s not 
make too much of it.” 

(On if he’s seen this type of exchange between teammates in-game) “These kinds of things happen 
on the field. They happen on our sideline. They happen on our opponent’s sideline. They happen in 
other NFL games. I wouldn’t read too much into it. That’s two highly competitive guys. I just think 
when you have competitive guys and things aren’t going the way it needs to go, guys get pissed. 
Sometimes they express their emotions. You get over it on the sideline. You calm down, and then you 
come back out, you regroup and you go. That’s what we did.” 

(On the exchange and the fan interaction) “Listen, stop. Stop. We’re making way too big of deal of it. 
Let’s move on.” 

(On Derek Carr’s performance today) “Up and down. Much like the whole offense- up and down. 
There were some good things. There are some things that we need to do better at. That’s how I 
would assess it.” 

(On if Carr’s injuries required the offense to play more conservatively) “I don’t really think so. I just 
think we struggled to kind of get into a rhythm. I do not think our execution was where it needed to be. 
I did think we ran the ball well early on. Obviously, we weren’t really able to throw the ball as well as 
we needed to. Then, we began to get a little more loaded boxes and things like that that made it a 
little more difficult to run the football. When we needed to go make a play to try to end the game, we 
made the play to end the game. I thought that was a positive.”  

(On the hustle play by CB Paulson Adebo) “I thought it was awesome. I think it’s something we talk 
about all the time. Defend every blade of grass. (Paulson Adebo) could have easily just allowed him 
to go into our end zone without having to pay the price. He hustled down there, stopped him short, 
and then, we were able to get a red zone stop. That’s part of the culture of a winning team, and I 
thought that was exactly what we’re looking for.”  

(On the NFC South standings and the Saints’ play) “Obviously, I feel like we need to play a better 
brand of football. That’s what we’re going to continue to work toward doing. We talked about winning 
this week, and we took care of goal No. 1. Now, we will move forward and worry about next week.” 

(On TE Jimmy Graham’s third down catch) “I thought that was a hell of a catch. For (Graham) to go 
up there like that and bring it in through contact is something we (have) missed a little bit and was 
nice to see.” 



(On the Saints’ defensive performance today) “I thought, particularly in the passing game, we did a 
good job. I feel like there were some opportunities to get the quarterback (Bryce Young) on the 
ground, and we did not. They ended up converting a few more first downs via (Young)’s legs than I 
would have liked. Then, we had one miss on a run that ended up being an explosive run. I thought, 
overall, they did some nice things. I feel like once we got them into a passing game mode, our guys 
took advantage of it.” 

(On Graham performing well after being inactive early in the season) “Again, let’s start focusing on 
what we need to do moving forward. I think we’ve all been through those decisions and thought 
through all those things. (Graham)’s certainly given us a little bit of an uptick the last couple weeks.” 

(On the design of the play that resulted in a Saints touchdown by D’Marco Jackson): “Honestly, I’m 
not sure exactly how it got through. I know Nephi (Sewell) got through pretty clean and did a heck of a 
job taking the ball off the foot, and then D. Jack was there to pick it up and run it in. Obviously, the 
design of the rush was good, and the execution of the rush was good.”  

(On the message to the team after the win) “Every game you play whether you win or lose, there’s 
going to be good things that happen in the game. There’s going to be some bad things that happens 
in the game. There has never been a game where that has not been the case. Ultimately, this game 
is about winning. We won a game today. Nobody is going to apologize for winning a game today. 
We’re going to take the win. We are going to understand the corrections we need to make, and we 
are going to work hard to correct those things. That is the process you go through on a daily and a 
weekly basis.” 

(On Zack Baun’s expanded pass rush role recently) “It is hard for me to comment on that right now, 
but certainly, that has been something we’ve kind of needed, maybe a little bit more speed on the 
edge, especially with Cam (Jordan) being kind of limited. We’ll evaluate the tape and see how it was. 
I would expect you could continue to see (Zack Baun) in that role.”  

(On WR Chris Olave playing through illness) “Oh yeah, (Chris) was battling through it, but he fought 
through it. It was a hell of play on the goal line to catch the ball for the touchdown. It was good, but 
yeah, he was not feeling well.” 

(On Graham’s response after being inactive early in the season) “Great, great. (Jimmy) responded 
great when he got in the lineup. He’s a pro. He said he would be ready when his number was called. 
His number was called, and he was ready. That was good.”   

(On S Jordan Howden’s performance) “Just on first take after just coming off the field, I thought there 
were some good things (Howden) did in the game. I think there are some things we are going to need 
to correct. I probably can’t give too much detail as to exactly how I think he played because it is kind 
of hard to do when you just come off the field, but I saw some plays that he impacted the game. I saw 
some plays that I felt like we need to do better there.” 

(On Carr coming off the injuries last week) “Up and down. I said (Derek) played up and down a little 
like the rest of the offense. It wasn’t his best performance, but again, we won the game. We will make 
whatever corrections we need to make, and we will move forward.”  

(On the early focus of the run game) “We felt like this is a really good pass defense. I think they were 
sixth in the league in terms of pass defense coming into the game. We knew that was going to be a 
difficult challenge, yet felt like there were some opportunities to potentially run the ball against them. I 
thought our regular running game was much better in this game, particularly with us not having 
Taysom (Hill) available to us. We knew that was going to be something we were going to have to do a 
good job of – just hand the ball off to the runners and let them get yards. We did a pretty decent job of 
that.”  

(On the crowd and the Saints’ need to win): “Look, I think everybody in that locker room and 
everybody in the city of New Orleans needed the Saints to win. I was glad we were able to do that.” 

(On the defensive front four): “Why don’t you let me look at the tape before I can really comment on 
exactly what I thought? I did think we got after the quarterback more in this game than we have in 
previous games. That did kind of stand out to me a little bit.”  

 

 

 



 

CAROLINA PANTHERS VS. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2023 ● CAESARS SUPERDOME 

CAROLINA PANTHERS INTERIM HEAD COACH CHRIS TABOR 
 

(Opening comments) “I will first start off with the injuries. #67 had a calf strain (and) did not return. 
#80, Ian Thomas, had an ankle (and) did not return. Those are the two injuries right there. Obviously, 
I’m going to tip my hat to New Orleans. We did’nt play enough complementary football today. (We) 
had our chances and didn’t capitalize. Then, we shot ourselves in the foot and had catastrophic 
mistakes, so we have to regroup. We are going to regroup and come back.” 

(On what he saw on the fumble returned for a touchdown for the Saints) “It was a blocked punt. Man 
didn’t go out and block the guy he was supposed to. That’s a mistake that, obviously, cannot 
happen.” 

(On the turnover being ruled as a fumble) “It’s a blocked punt; they scored off of it. However people 
want to score it in fantasy football, it doesn’t matter to me. We made a mistake and didn’t do our job. 
That hurt us there. I thought that our defense played outstanding to keep us in things. There in the 
fourth quarter, we had an opportunity to go down and tie it, and we didn’t.” 

(On the reasons why the team has not been able to get ahead in close games this year) “Because we 
haven’t won yet. We need to figure out how to win. That’s what we got to get done. And you have to 
keep chopping wood and keep going in order to break through. It’s just not going to magically happen 
for you. When your number is called, you’ve got to make a play. You never know in this game when it 
is going to happen.” 

(On if Bryce Young is able to get anything out of the game when the team is struggling like this) 
“Absolutely. I think that he is going to continue to improve. That doesn’t concern me at all. We ran the 
ball for 200 yards today. I know that you are going right there at the (offensive) line, but we ran the 
ball for 200 yards. Somebody is blocking him.” 

(On if it is frustrating to have that kind of output and not win) “Everything is frustrating right now, if I 
have to be completely honest. As I said, (it’s) how you are going to handle it. It’s tough after this loss, 
but we’ve got to keep going.” 

(On not taking shots down the field and being aggressive) “We took shots today, a lot of shots. 
Obviously, we didn’t connect on enough that we wanted. Then, unfortunately, we didn’t get any PI 
calls or anything along those lines. It’s a good secondary. It’s a really good secondary. We had 
chances there and we didn’t capitalize. We have to continue to work on getting that better.” 

(On why the passing game is a struggle) “I do not know that answer, because if we had the answer, 
we would have already fixed it. I think that it is just something that we have to continue to work on. 
When you pitch and catch, we have to pitch and catch. We had opportunities. Whether a guy is open 
or not, put it on him. When a guy is open, catch the ball. There are a lot of things…everyone has a job 
and a responsibility. We just need guys to work hard and continue to do their job.” 

(On his frustration) “I don’t like to lose. I don’t care what the circumstances are. I don’t like to lose.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CAROLINA PANTHERS VS. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2023 ● CAESARS SUPERDOME 

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS PLAYERS 
  

TE JIMMY GRAHAM  

(On how he approached being inactive for a while this season) “For me, it was a little different 
obviously, you know. I want to be in that jersey for the city and for this team you know, but it just didn't 
work out. I kind of knew my role coming in, that it was going to be limited and I needed to stay ready 
for the opportunity. So, I did a lot of biking and just made sure I was just mentally ready for it so I 
could rise up and make a play.” 

(On his third down touchdown catch) “Yeah, well, I kind of wasn't supposed to be there. But yea, I got 
rerouted and, you know, I mean, it just felt like a normal drill where he [Derek Carr] just trusts me and 
just threw it up. It felt like the clock ticked back about a decade. And after that, I kind of lose it and 
start screaming and going to the sideline to hype up people. So, those moments are special. I have to 
say, that is the one thing that you can't replace whenever you leave this game. You know, the feeling 
of moments like that, when the crowd goes crazy. And when your teammates are on the sideline and 
you're able to celebrate with them. You know, that is what (I) came back (for), and these are moments 
I live for. And so, to be able to do that here, you know, I'll never get tired of it.” 

(On last week’s first touchdown catch for the Saints in the Caesars Superdome in the regular season 
in a long time) “If you think about it, I spent a year away from the game. I ended up moving on to a 
sailboat, and just always felt like there was something missing. There is nothing like this sport in this 
city and for this team and in this jersey. It was magical and hopefully we get a lot more. I'm blessed to 
be able to play this game at 37. I feel like I've been kind of an underdog most of my life, so every play 
I get out there, I play with a chip on my shoulder. And I am always trying to prove people wrong. 
Today, I had to throw the walker to the side to make a couple plays, but, it's magical.” 

(On team being in a three-way tie for first place in the NFC South): “We feel very fortunate. We are 
going to take it one game at a time though. We will heal up, get the gameplan, and focus on going 1-0 
every week.” 

 

QB DEREK CARR 

(On how happy he is seeing Jimmy Graham being very productive) “Our lockers are separated by 
one so we have had a lot of great conversations. We're both in there (in the building mornings) very 
early from training camp to now and it’s just great to get to know each other, to become good friends 
and good teammates. We knew that he could do some of these things. Obviously, we hit him early in 
Green Bay. And now the past couple of weeks, he's been a viable option for us. To see him still play 
at that level and still be able to execute at that level at his age. As you get older, you have to change 
certain ways that you do things, and he knows what he's doing. It’s paying off for him because he's 
still executing at a high level. He made the best play with that catch you know, it's unbelievable. It is 
like, the only place I could throw it. And it's Jimmy Graham. You watch that play and you're like, he 
looks like he's 28 years old, you know. I was really impressed. But I think the greatest thing is his 
leadership, you know what he brings to our team. Just the mellowness and his demeanor when it's 
tough, when it's hard, those grinding days on Wednesday or Thursday. He has been just fantastic for 
our team.” 

(On the altercation between himself and C/G Erik McCoy) “I mean, things happen and we were both 
had our reasons. We were both right for an aspect, we're both wrong for an aspect. But that's not the 
only time that's ever happened with me and another player you know. That stuff happens. The best 
part about it, I was always taught that those moments are going to happen. You're going have conflict 
and sometimes confrontation. But always circle back. So, I went and circled back. We looked at each 
other and we smiled. We both already knew. I know it looks more intense with all the cameras around 
that gets caught sometimes. But there is no problem.  

(On how he played) “We got the win! I’m just excited we won the game today. People gritted through 
some stuff this week and to see them happy and dancing after a win, that's what I'm happy about.” 

 

 

 



 

DE CARL GRANDERSON 

(On how the defense played) “We started off fast. We got a quick three and out on defense and gave 
our offense opportunities. We came out ready to play.” 

(On how he continues to play well after receiving a big contract) “I've come a long way. I started from 
the bottom and worked my way up with effort and energy and execution. I started off on special teams 
and now I'm a starting defensive end, so I came a long way. I put up hard work and dedication every 
day I come to work, and I play for my teammates.” 

(On the defensive mindset today after two uncharacteristic games) “We know overall, we’re a better 
defense so, going into each game our objective’s to stop the run so we can get after the quarterback. 
And that's what we did today. He [Bryce Young] may have had a few rushing yards, but we were 
getting after him. So, moving forward, we got to stop the run. Everybody is going to come in with a 
game plan. We just got to execute better than them.”  



 

CAROLINA PANTHERS VS. NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2021 ● CAESARS SUPERDOME 

NEW ORLEANS SAINTS PLAYERS 
 

G/T JAMES HURST  

(On coming out with the win) “It was important particularly being a division game. Those have more 
meaning in the standings. We had to get a win. We had to stop that losing streak. I’m very glad we 
could do that at home.” 

(On the conflict between Derek Carr and Erik McCoy in-game) “It’s two guys that are both frustrated 
at offensive failure. That is really what it is. A lot of times this season our offense has not performed to 
where we believe that we’re capable of performing. Derek’s frustrated and Erik’s frustrated. They are 
competing. They are angry. Both of them. It’s more than frustration. It’s anger. I feel like we can go on 
and put a better product out there. At the time we weren’t doing that and it just boiled over.” 
 
(On the resolution) “When the emotions temper off a little bit, then that is when you address it. They 
had a conversation and to be honest I don’t know what was said between the two. They got it 
resolved and we were able to move on the rest of the game and put it behind us.” 

(On the resolution) “I think if you look at the stats on paper, then it is not pretty. It probably looks like 
we should have lost that game, but in the NFL it comes down to making plays when you have to 
make them. We were able to do that today. The special teams scored a touchdown and the defense 
played great all day. Credit to them. Our offense at times was able to capitalize the way our defense 
and special teams set us up and score touchdowns which was important. It helped us ice that game.” 
 

 

LB D’MARCO JACKSON 

(On the touchdown return of the forced fumble) “We have been preaching all week that we need a 
game-changing play. I saw Nephi (Sewell) come through and block it. I was like alright perfect. It was 
rolling so I was like pick it up and go.” 

(On his mindset when seeing the ball there) “Don’t let me trip and fall. That was the only thing going 
through my mind is to not trip and fall.” 

(On the play being a huge momentum swing) “You feel like the crowd got up and the sideline has a 
lot more juice. Guys were playing with juice out there. That’s the swag we are talking about.” 

(On the key to the defense coming out to a fast start) “I think it is really just preparation. We harp on a 
lot of things during the week. We need to be locked into the keys. Make the checks. Play fast and 
play violent.”  

 

LB NEPHI SEWELL 

(On the forced fumble/recovery for a touchdown in the second quarter): “It was more like a defensive 
stay kind of call. It was more of like watching out for the fake. Every week they preach if you are a 
rusher to just rush because you never know when it’s going to come free and it just so happened to 
be me. I rushed and was like I can actually block this. Right when I got there I was like just track the 
ball. I’m glad DJack was there to scoop and score. It was definitely a fun moment especially with 
DJack scoring.” 

(On how big that play was for the team) “It was crucial. It was nice to have that comfort of space of 
being in the lead. It was definitely nice.” 

(On what was going through his mind when Jackson picked up the ball) “I was hyped. We have to 
work on our celebrations first of all. As he was scoring, we were like departing. Then, we basically 
jumped up in the air and celebrated with each other. I’m happy for Djack and happy for the whole unit 
in general. Every week we preach on being the best as a special teams unit.”  

 

 

 

 



S TYRANN MATHIEU 

(On today’s game) “There was a moment there in the first quarter where you thought the scoreboard 
said 21-0, but it didn’t. We did a good job keep fighting back. Our offense made some plays. 
Defensively, I thought we did a good job of getting off the field when we need to.” 

(On the special teams play) “I asked him after the touchdown if he planned it. He said I didn’t know 
what to do. I said did you keep the ball. He said no I don’t know where it is at. I told them that they 
have to work on that. It is definitely a good feeling especially when the younger guys are able to step 
up and make plays. It’s good to see those guys have success.” 

(On winning the game at home) “It felt good to win at home. It’s been a while. It’s good to come home 
and get a win especially against a divisional opponent. Hopefully, it will put a smile on our fan’s faces 
for another week or so.”  

 

C/G ERIK MCCOY 

(On the conflict between he and Derek Carr during the game) “We just had a disagreement. Emotions 
are high. My emotions and his emotions were high on how things were going through the game. I lost 
my cool. A public disagreement deserves a public apology. We talked about it already person to 
person but out loud I will say Derek Carr I am sorry. I let my emotions get the best of me and that’s 
not ok.” 

(On if it was a boiling point): “I think it was just frustration. He was tired of getting hit. I was tired of 
getting hit. I lost my cool. I did. Derek Carr I am sorry. We are good. I love him. He loves me. We are 
on the same page.”  

(On getting the win): “It was nice to get a win. We dropped three in a row I think, so it was nice to 
come back home to be in front of our fans and get a win. It was not perfect. I didn’t go the way that we 
wanted it to, but right now a win is a win.” 
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CAROLINA PANTHERS PLAYERS 
 

QB Bryce Young  

 (On the approach to the game trying to connect downfield in the passing game today) “You just want 
to be aggressive. It is kind of a reaction, a little bit, how they are playing us too. We want to be able to 
take what the defense gives. So we always want to have an aggressive mindset and TB (Thomas 
Brown) did a great job of drawing up some shots, a great job on the outside of winning given 
opportunities, I have to do a better job of executing.” 

(On why they were aggressive in short yardage plays) “A lot of factors that go into it, whether it's just 
overall things in the game, there's a lot of factors. Ultimately, I'm super grateful for that trust. It gives 
us the best chance at explosive... it gives us the best chance that's coach (Chris) Tabor and TB 
instilling trust in us as a unit. Especially on the back end, but really everyone. Especially as a 
quarterback, it's my job to make sure that that's paid off and that trust isn't go for granted. So I have to 
do a better job because we were in positions to execute and I got to make sure that happens, that's 
on me.” 

(On the passing game never taking off) “Again, lack of execution, especially for myself. I missed a lot 
of things. I thought we thought we played well on the perimeter, we played well up front. I got to 
continue to get better.”  

(On if it was his worst game) “I haven't watched the film yet.” 

(On if he’s tired of being up early and letting things slip away every week) “We all are. We're all sick of 
it. We're all tired of it. But that doesn't entitle us to anything. It's on us, ultimately, why we are there. 
We have to do a better job to prevent that. So no matter how tired we are, we have to be better.” 

(On the trust and chemistry with his wide receivers) “Yeah, that trust has definitely never been an 
issue at all. I've trusted him from day one until now. There are different plays for different people. 
Again, it's all about taking what the defense gives. I guess that's the way the cookies crumble. I have 
trust and confidence in everyone that's out there.” 

(On the comfort after being under center the past couple of weeks): “It's been a great learning 
experience for me great for me to grow. Obviously it adds a lot of dynamics to us offensively. 
Continuing to grow in it. I'm grateful for that.” 

(On the misses on big throws): “Yeah, just misses. I have to be better at this position” 

 

DT Derrick Brown 

(On if they’re tired of the results) “Sucks. We're all grown men and it's our job. Sucks the outcome, 
you guys get five minutes and you got to show up to work on Monday. You can't sit around complain 
about it or else you'll get the same result over and over again.” 

(On the Saints winning after not having a completion over eight yards) “Gotta finish. We gave up a lot 
of rushing yards early. Gave them the opportunity where they drove down the field. Scored early in 
the second quarter one and two. Just got to finish.” 

 


